
SUMERIAN WRITING ACTIVITY FOR KIDS

The ancient Sumerians developed a written language called cuneiform. clever ancient Sumerians started to use
wedge-shaped symbols for objects and ideas.

Transactions had to be recorded and it was vital for rulers governing a city-state to have a way of keeping its
own records. Using the cuneiform key as a guide, they should try to spell out words in ancient cuneiform.
Before this writing system was developed, people used pictures to communicate and record ideas. The library,
Located at Nineveh, is the first of its kind with 30, cuneiform tablets in its collections. We ordered these
wooden styluses for cheap from Amazon. The clay strip would then be used to seal a range of objects, from
doors to jars. The first writer was the Mesopotamian priestess Enheduanna. They even kept a list of their kings
that was updated from time to time, as new kings came to power. They listed their sales and purchases. The
largest collection of these was found at the Library of Nineveh. The same sort of thing happened in Egypt,
when they found the Rosetta Stone , which helped scientists understand ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics. That
was the break scientists needed. Print cuneiform alphabet keys. They listed their household goods. A written
language was required so that trade could be carried out between city-states. Later influence of cuneiform This
approach to writing could be understood by people from different tribes and so it was used as a way of
communicating for a long period of time by many different cultures. The same story was told in three different
ways so that most probably, in ancient times, everyone could understand it. He provided the first translations
from the library. They were such a clever people. As you read this sentence, you are probably not thinking
about the lines and dots that make up the letters in each word. Hours Monâ€”Fri: am to pm Sat: am to pm. In
this lesson you will learn about cuneiform by exploring where it came from, what it was used for, and whether
or not it is actually an alphabet. Many thousands of these tablets have survived the ages and we can see them
today. They listed their court activity. No one in modern times remembered what the symbols meant. They
were able to decipher the meaning of many texts and translate them into English. What Does Cuneiform Look
Like? This picture told the story of an ancient king, his servants, and some prisoners. Instead, it has characters
represent words or word parts, or syllables or syllable parts.


